This paper describes the Three Dimensional Laplacian Pyramid Coding as an extension of previously reported work on static images. The algorithms that we present when applied to image sequences gives high compression rates being very useful for videotelephone or videoconference applications.
INTRODUCTION
In image analysis and image coding there has been an extensive use of multiresolution image structures which have been given the name of pyramid structures. Pyramids are data structures that provide successively condensed representations of the input image information. Each pyramid level represents a reduced resolution version of the original image in such a way that successive levels of the pyramid structure represent increasingly coarse approximations of the original image.
Burt and Adelson 1 achieved good results using a Laplacian Pyramid to compress image data.
Their approach used. algorithms defined dn rectangular sampling lattices. It was then logical to extend the image pyramid structure into a more appropriate structure by using arbitrary non-rectangular sampling lattices 2
To fully understand the algorithms to follow, a short explanation of the main characteristics of the This work has been supported by PRONTIC Grant 105/88 of the Spanish Government.
human visual system is in order.
Based on a linear system model, the human visual system can be represented by a threedimensional band-pass filter. At high temporal frequencies, the spatial contrast sensitivity is reduced. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the human visual system is low to sharp spatial details in rapidly moving objects. In a similar way, there is a decrease in flicker sensibility at high spatial frequencies. Moreover, the human visual system behaves differently in tracking or non-tracking moving objects. It is well known that small objects at high speed cannot be seen without tracking, as a consequence the human visual system will tolerate a loss of spatial resolution.
As a result of the above comments, the original sequence to be coded can be spatially and temporally subsampled into channels of different resolutions and shapes built using arbitrary three dimensional sampling lattices. Each channel, represented by an image subsequence of low resolution and low sampling density, can be associated to a feature of the original image sequence. In our approach we have built the channels through a straightforward extension of the Laplacian Pyramid coding by incorporating the temporal dimension.
In order to build the Three Dimensional Laplacian Pyramid structure, small filters or kernels of Gaussian-like shape have been used. By recursively convolving the filters, the result converges rapidly to an equivalent Gaussian filter if the shapeof the kernels if properly chosen. Gaussian-like filters are chosen because of their energy simultaneous concentration properties in the spatial/temporal and frequency domains. The support region of the kernels is defined on arbitrary sampling lattices. The proposed 3D multiresolution scheme is well suited for image sequence coding and feature extraction analysis such as localization of position and orientation of 3D moving-objects. In this work, we apply the three dimensional Laplacian Pyramid to videoconference image coding and to slow motion video signal coding.
In the first part of this paper, the Three Dimensional Gaussian and Laplacian data structures are introduced. Algorithms based on optimum three dimensional decimation, interpolation and filtering are introduced. In the second part of the paper, the main properties of the filters associated to sampling lattices are described. A metodology of design is also introduced. Finally, the coding scheme is applied to standard videoconference sequences. Visual as well as compression rate results are presented and discussed.
THREE DIMENSIONAL PYRAMID LAPLACIAN STRUCTURE
The goal is to build a lossless coding scheme that decomposes the original image sequence into L band-pass image sequences, or channels, each of them associated to a spatial/temporal range of frequencies.
A question arises naturally: how a band-pass sequence structure can be efficiently built based on the use of compact and computationally efficient algorithms?. Besides, if what is wanted is to minimize the region of support of the information, it is clear that the set of band-pass sequences must be defined on arbitrary non-rectangular sampling lattices. As an example, in digital television, the sampling lattice is quincunx and the images are said to be interlaced by a factor of 2 ( each single image consists of two fields). Alternatively, orthogonal sampling scheme may also be used.
The band-pass image sequences can be constructed by properly subtracting two low-pass image sequences. The original sequence So(l,m,n) which is defined on a cubic sampling lattice, where l,m,n represent the spatial/temporal coordinates, can be splitted into a set of low-pass sequencies. An optimum representation of the low-pass sequence information can be obtained if the original sequence is low-pass filtered and then subsampled using a proper sampling lattice adaptively chosen. This procedure can be recursively applied over each low-pass sequence Sj(l,m,n). The low-pass sequences can be stacked according to decreasing density of samples thus building a pyramid data structure. The original sequence is the bottom of the pyramid and the resulting low-pass sequences form the corresponding pyramid levels.
The low-pass sequence Si(Y,m,n) of dimensions (L+1,M+l,N+l) is used to build the adjacent pyramid level Sj+i(l,m,n) by applying
opq (1) where (o,p,q) belongs to the support region of the filter coi(l',m,n'), S0(l,m,n) is the original sequence and L is the number of levels with o i<L. Each low-pass sequence (that belongs to the pyramid data structure ISi(l,m,n)) ) is defined on the sampling lattice M which is function of M1. The band-pass sequences (Dj(1,m,n)} can be obtained by properly subtraction of two consecutive low-pass sequences Sj-4, S1. Both sequences must be defmed in the same sampling lattice. The sequence corresponding to the upper-level S+ is interpolated, filtered and subtracted from the Si sequence using the algorithm
where S is evaluated only for integer arguments. By repeating this procedure, a band-pass pyramid data structure is built. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the up-sampling algorithm.
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In this scheme, the application of proper matrices Mi and their associated filters oi (o,p,q) is well suited to represent the sequence information content in compact mode.The sequence frequency band is splitted into L sub-bands taking advantage of the particular spatial/temporal sensitivity within each subband. As a result, each level uses a quantization strategy with the corresponding parameters chosen as a function of the desired coding quality or feature extraction.
After encoding, transmission and decoding, the received sequence must be reconstructed from the decoded sub-bands. To that extend, the D'i÷l sub-band is up-sampled, filtered and added to D'i using the similar previously defined algorithm (3). By repeating this process over the received sub-bands, the reconstructed sequence is obtained. The coding and decoding scheme is shown in Figure 3. 
SPATIO/TEMPORAL FILTER DESIGN
The most important properties of the filters used in the construction of pyramid structures will be presented now. One method to built the Gaussian Pyramid is by using the discrete version of a continuous Gaussian function of several sizes and shapes. However, since a very large tap-length filter may be required for such a construction, this may imply heavy computation.Therefore, the choice of the filter length is really a tradeoff between coding performance and computational complexity.
An alternative to solve this tradeoff is the introduction of a recursive algorithm that convolves the original sequence with a set of nucleous or kernels which differ in width. These kernels may be chosen to resemble Gaussian-like.
An equivalent nucleous as the previously defined in 3 for the 1D case is defmed for non rectangular three dimensional lattices If the equivalent kernel is unimodal, symmetric and centered at the origen we impose the same constraints on the generating nucleous.
Normalization :
where {ih} is the support region of the generating nucleous defmed on the sampling lattice Mq.
Equal contribution : Every sample point of the level i contributes with equal weight to the construction of the superior levels
where • belongs to the unitary cell defined by Mi. This vectorial expression defines a set It M1Iof scalar equations.
Symmetry: (DO4) has symmetry with respect to the eigen vectors of (M)TM1
As the properties of the generating kernel are transfered to the equivalent kernels, the shape of the rescaled equivalent kernel converges towards a characteristic form
for each Mi, choosing the appropriate o.(r) coeficients, the equivalent kernel can be approximated to the gaussian function.
Example
We illustrate the construction of a bidimensional filter used to build the i+1 level of the gaussian pyramid associated to the Mi matrix ( ). In the i+ 1 level, the gaussian spatial function has circular symmetry with a standard deviation i +1= () leing a = a = a 
RESULTS OF PYRAMID LAPLACIAN CODING
To test the proposed method when applied to sequence coding, several sequences have been used. We present the results with the well known black and white 24 frames of 256x256 pixels sequence of "Miss America", quantized uniformly with 8 bit/pixel. Figure 6 shows the power spectrum of the sixteen first frames of the "Misss America". The shape of the volumen spectrum can be modeled as an icosaedron With this coding scheme the visual quality has a spatial/temporal homogeneity as it can be seen in the figure 7 for differents compression ratios. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have described a video coding scheme based on Three-Dimensional Laplacian Pyramid coding using arbitrary sampling lattices. It has also been proposed a filter design technique which leads to an optimum construction of the Pyramid Laplacian sequence code.The scheme has revealed appealing properties such as high compression with a good perceptual quality, low computational complexity, architectural simplicity for parallel implementation and relatively good robustness to channel noise, being very useful for videoconference applications in the range of ISDN jerarquies.
